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Sarah Buettner had a baby girl—Isla
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SAVE THE DATE!
Friday the 19th of May is Christian
Aid Big Breakfast’ day! This is a
chance for parents to come and
have breakfast with their child in
school and raise money for a very
worthwhile cause. See overleaf for
more details. Please let the office
know if you are able to help or
donate.

FRIENDSHIP is our value of the
month. We’ve defined it as
‘DOING SOMETHING FOR
SOMEONE WITHOUT EXPECTING ANYTHING BACK FOR IT.’
As well as our ‘Pay It Forward
Challenge,’ here are some of the
ways we are suggesting to children that they can show
FRIENDSHIP at home to write in
their values passport:
· Show friendship by asking

someone to join in a gameespecially if you’re not usually
friends with them
· Show friendship by supporting
your friends and helping them to
do the right thing if they are making poor choices
· Show friendship by letting
someone choose the game that
you are going to play.
· Show friendship by doing jobs
or helping someone
The FRIENDSHIP badge was designed by Iesaldo Barbasa in
Charles Wicksteed class.

The ‘Philosophical Question of the
month’ is ‘Do you need to have a
best friend?’

